
 
2019 Golf Contest Rules 

The 2019 Tournament will begin with The Players Championship TPC Sawgrass, Sawgrass FL. On MARCH 
14, 2019. The entry is 400. Our goal is a minimum of 120 teams for 2019. We ask and encourage your assistance in lining 
up additional interested contestants. Multiple entries from one contestant are also welcome. If you were a participant in 2018 

and do not wish to enter this year, we would appreciate notification as soon as possible.  
 

 5 Tournaments will be used in the pool – Players (TPC), Masters, PGA, U.S. Open and British-(The Open.) 
 For each tournament, contestants will pick 5 players from field of golfers eligible. You may only use each Player once 

(through all 5 tournaments-you will have selected 25 players). 
 For clarity, we ask that you identify your team name, and the golfers selected by first and last name when submitting 

your entries, as there are a number of golfers in today’s fields with common last names. 
 Picks for each tournament are due on the Wednesday preceding each tournament.  
 Contestants, who fail to provide picks before 12:00 midnight on that Wednesday preceding each tournament, will 

receive the maximum score for all 5 picks. 
 Your score for each tournament will be the aggregate score for the best 3 golfers of the 5 selected after 72 holes. 
 Any player that does not make the cut will be assigned a score 5 strokes higher than the highest finishing golfer among 

those that do make the cut (highest scoring qualifier). This same assignment will apply for golfers already used by a 
contestant and for selections of golfers not eligible for that tournament. 

 If a contestant selects a golfer who withdraws from the tournament after 12:00 midnight and before first round tee-off, 
that contestant will automatically be assigned the last golfer to tee-off in the first round. 

 Alternate picks for each tournament will be accepted and will not count against future tournaments if the alternate 
golfer is not used during that tournament. 

 Based on 126 teams, the following will apply: 
 
Points will be awarded for the top three finishers in each tournament as follows: 

 3000 points for lowest tournament score 
 2000 points for second lowest tournament score 
 1000 points for third lowest tournament score 

*In the event of a tie, the tie-breaker will be the lowest score of the team’s 4th best golfer and, if 
necessary, the 5th place team’s golfer. 
 
 The remainder (Overall) will be allocated as listed below. Tie-breakers will not apply for aggregate score. 

7,000 points for lowest aggregate score 
5,000 points for second lowest 
3,500 points for third lowest 
2,500 points for fourth lowest 
1,500 points for fifth lowest 
1,000 points for sixth lowest 
   700 points for seventh lowest 

 Entry Fee is 400.00 
 ALL FEES MUST BE COLLECTED PRIOR TO PLAYERS (TPC SAWGRASS) 1st ROUND in 

order to qualify-(BEFORE MARCH 14th, 2019.)  
 Fees will be collected effective IMMEDIATELY (between Feb 15 and March 13th, 2019.) Reservations will be on a 

first-come basis.  

 Submittal of picks via e-mail: http://www.pick5golf.com/ 
 Or, Fax to (631) 580-9731. Please do not submit entries prior to 3/1/2019 

 
A copy f the complete pool worksheet reflecting individual tournament and overall standings will be 

available at website: http://www.pick5golf.com/ 
 
 
Players:    Mar 14‐17, 2019, TPC Sawgrass https://tpc.com/sawgrass/the‐players‐championship/ 
Masters:    Apr 11‐14, 2019, Augusta National GC http://www.masters.com/ 
PGA Championship:  May 16-19, 2019, Bethpage Black Farmingdale, NY http://www.pga.com/pgachampionship/ 
US Open:    Jun 13‐16, 2019, Pebble Beach Golf Links Pebble Beach CA www.pebblebeach.com/events/2019‐u‐s‐open‐championship/ 
British Open:   Jul 14-21, 2019, Royal Portrush Ireland http://www.opengolf.com/ 


